Another Cancer Recommendation!
Thanks to Michael Johnson for locating this article.
The following information is from the American Anti-Cancer Institute website, www.americanaci.org/. Robert G. Wright,
the Executive Director of this AACI Institute, has written a book entitled, "Killing Cancer - Not People." The following
information comes from Chapter 6 of this book. I suggest you order this book, which specifically and exclusively
recommends the Enagic SD501.
Two paragraphs of Chapter 6 of this book state as follows:
If I were looking for an electrolysis unit today, I would choose the SD501 made by the Enagic Company. I have explained
most of my reasoning for this decision in earlier comments. The versatile, multi-function SD501 is rather expensive at
just under $4,000, but worth every penny and is simply the “Rolls Royce” of water ionizers. Other equally impressive
units from this company range in price from $1,300 to $6,000 (commercial). The water that they produce is referred to
as “Kangen Water”™, which is a registered trademark of the Enagic Corporation. No other company’s ionized water can
legally be called by this name. They were the first, having been in business for over 30 years, and have been the
unquestioned leader of this industry since their first unit was built. Most of their equipment will last for yours or my
lifetime and, if we outlive it, they will recondition it for a small fee.
The fact is that I only want to buy one ionizer; I want it to be durable, and to always produce the high alkaline, negative
ORP, low micro clustered water that my body really “thirsts” for. For all of my requirements, including the 2.5 acid water
feature and the 11.5 super alkaline water capability, only Enagic fits the bill. Some may disagree with me – that’s O.K.
Establish your own criteria and find the one that works best for you. Although the Enagic unit is a little pricey, it is more
than worth it for what you get – and it might just save your life. Remembering that a single day in the hospital for a
cancer patient now far exceeds $6,000, this could be a real bargain. I don’t believe mine will ever expire and I plan on
living a lot more years. It will still probably outlive me – that’s how good I believe it is.
Below are Michael's comments...
Maybe you heard the Executive Director of the American Anti-Cancer Institute endorses Enagic's SD501 and Kangen
Water!! Well, wait 'till you read his educational letter and endorsement, "Living Water - Killing Cancer, Not People"! If
you know anyone who is or has suffered with cancer you should forward this to them and insist they read it!!
This is not only another powerful endorsement with no financial connection like Pat Boone's, but it is 'In Print' on the
Institute's website! This website is dedicated to the Real War on Cancer and is a collaboration of the best known
treatments in natural alternative therapies by several of the best and most well known resources for cancer on the
Internet!!
To Read It please go to http://www.americanaci.org ... (click ‘Living Water' under 'Education' on top menu bar)
You have to drink water the rest of your life! It might as well come from a device that you own and is the only one
registered as a medical device that originates from the hospitals of the healthiest nation world.
All the best,
Doug Stetson
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